Early hMSC morphology and proliferation on model polyelectrolyte multilayers.
Polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEMs) are a category of materials commonly used as coatings on surfaces that interact with cells. The properties of PEMs have been established to be controlled by not only polyelectrolyte choice, but by the identity of the initially applied (bottom) layer. In this work, 5-bilayer PEMs consisting of poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDADMAC) and poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) (PSS) were coated on gold-sputtered quartz substrates with different first layer materials. A final poly-l-lysine (PLL) layer was added to all PEMs to provide identical top layers conducive to cell growth. As in previous work, initial layer selection affected PEM roughness. All coated surfaces, including the PLL-only control, showed increased dispersive surface energy but decreased polar surface energy, as compared to uncoated surfaces. When human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) were cultured on these surfaces, analysis through lateral cell imaging for the first 90 min and fluorescent staining after 1 day showed improved attachment on surfaces with a PDADMAC bottom layer. However, after 4 days, a higher cell density was observed on the PLL-only and uncoated control surfaces, indicating that the PEMs negatively affected hMSC proliferation. Both the long and short time period results did not correlate to any of the roughness and surface energy trends, indicating more complex interactions between the cells and the surface relating to charge distribution and functional group density.